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Previous research has demonstrated substantial effects of context on the numerical interpretation
of verbal probability statements and has attributed these effects to the perceived base-rate
probability of the predicted events. These context effects are shown to be attributable to the
perceived severity of the predicted event as well as to the perceived base rate. Furthermore, there
is evidence for strong context effects that are not explained by either of these 2 variables. The
implications of these results for the use of verbal probability statements in the communication
of probability information are discussed.

Newsweek's probability estimates changed or just their verbal
labels?
The question of how to interpret verbal probability statements can perhaps be better answered by first addressing the
question of why people seem to prefer verbal probability
expressions to communicating uncertainty numerically. Two
different explanations have been suggested. The first sees
people's preference for verbal labels as essentially involuntary,
resulting from a better match of words rather than numbers
to people's internal representation of uncertainty (e.g., Zimmer, 1983). Explanations of this sort also point to the fact
that a mathematical treatment of probability and uncertainty
developed relatively late in history (Hacking, 1975), long after
the existence of intuitive and linguistic conceptions of uncertainty. On the other hand, Jaffe-Katz, Budescu, and Wallsten
(1989) reported data to suggest that people use similar processes to make comparisons between numerical and nonnumerical expressions of uncertainty. According to their results,
whatever the internal representation of uncertainty may be,
it is not fundamentally incompatible with numerical expression.
The second type of explanation sees people's preference for
verbal over numerical labels as voluntary and essentially
strategic. In a survey by Wallsten, Zwick, Kemp, and Budescu
(1988) (reported in Jaffe-Katz et al., 1989), a majority of
respondents preferred to express uncertainty verbally to other
people, but preferred to receive it numerically from others. A
strategic preference for using one or the other method of
communicating uncertainty implies that the two methods
transmit different information.
Expressing uncertainty verbally rather than numerically
offers at least two potential advantages. First, verbal probability expressions allow the speaker to incorporate nonfrequentistic connotations. Fox (1986) argued that probability
statements have logical properties that cannot be reduced
entirely to numerical probability estimates. For a doctor, for
example, the word "possible" may imply that he or she has
some reason for actively suspecting a disease, such as the
presence of a symptom associated with that disease, and that
this statement is more than the equivalent of a likelihood
level.

Communication of uncertainties and probabilities occupies
a central role in today's world. Despite their growing concern
with risk communication, the lay public and many experts
alike seem to prefer to communicate uncertainties with vague
probability expressions rather than numerically when given a
choice (Zimmer, 1983). In everyday conversation, we talk
about an event having "a good chance" of happening. Physicians tell their patients that there is "some risk" of contracting
a disease. A newspaper article describes the possible outcomes
of a Supreme Court abortion decision as "unlikely" (reaffirmation of a previous decision), "possible" (overruling of the
previous decision), and "most probable" (upholding the decision but whittling away some of its provision) ("The Battle,"
1989). Three months later, the verbal probability labels of the
same outcomes have changed to "unlikely," "somewhat unlikely," and "most likely," respectively ("Countdown," 1989).
A growing literature addresses the issues of how to interpret
and represent the meaning of such ordinary language probability statements. Despite their common use, it is not altogether clear what is meant by probability words. Whereas
weather forecasters are trained to calibrate verbal probability
expressions carefully, the question is whether ordinary people
have precise meanings in mind when they make such statements about uncertainty? If so, what form do they take? What
are the rules that are used in formulating and interpreting
particular statements about uncertainty? In the assessment of
the Supreme Court's abortion decision, for example, have
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Second, verbal probability labels such as "likely" convey
not only a certain level of uncertainty but also imply a certain
amount of imprecision or vagueness1 about that level. It is
not easy to express such (intended) vagueness numerically,
even with a range estimate. Tversky and Kahneman (1983)
suggested extending the Gricean concept of cooperativeness
in conversation to exchanges under or about uncertainty.
Under the standard analysis of conversational rules (Grice,
1975), the maxim of quality requires the speaker to tell the
truth or what he or she reasonably believes to be true. The
maxim of quantity requires the speaker to tell listeners all
they need to know but not more than they need to know.
Under conditions of uncertainty, when the speaker, by definition, cannot guarantee absolute quality or truth for his or
her statements, the rules of cooperativeness must therefore
allow for a trade-off of quality and quantity of messages. Put
another way, speakers need to trade off the precision of their
message (for example, a probability level statement) and the
chance of being proved wrong (Austin, 1970). Vagueness or
imprecision about a probability level thus becomes a hedge
on the maxim of quality, which would be expected to fulfill
its function mainly at the "sending" end when the speaker is
transmitting uncertainty information. This hypothesis is consistent with the survey results just mentioned, that people
prefer to express uncertainty verbally but prefer the greater
precision inherent in receiving it numerically from others.
A series of studies has addressed the relationship between
probability words and possible numerical interpretations. Using fuzzy set theory (e.g., Zadeh, 1975), Wallsten, Budescu,
Rapoport, Zwick, and Forsyth (1986) argued that the meaning
of a probability word can be expressed in terms of a membership function that describes the range of values that the
probability word is meant to express and the degree to which
any value within that range is expressed by the word. Scaling
the meaning of a number of probability words into such
membership functions, they find, for example, that their
subjects use the word possible to express the likelihood of
events that occur with probabilities from almost 0 to .99, with
a decreasing likelihood of being used at the upper end of that
range. In contrast, the word "unlikely" is used to express the
probability of occurrences between 0 and .4, and the word
"likely" to express the probability of occurrences between .5
and .99, both with a decreasing likelihood of being used at
the extreme ends of those ranges.
Quantification of verbal expressions has not been restricted
to probability statements. Attempts to derive numerical equivalents of expressions of frequency and amount (e.g., Bass,
Cascio, & O'Connor, 1974) were generally quite successful in
finding good agreement between judges and no evidence of
contextual effects. Early studies on the quantification of probability expressions (reviewed by Lichtenstein & Newman,
1967), on the other hand, showed greater discrepancies in the
numerical interpretation of probability words, which were
attributed to the effects of putting the probability words into
different contexts.
One challenge for the membership function approach is
how to handle such context dependency of probability statements. Compare the two statements, "It is likely that it will
rain in Manchester, England, next June" and "It is likely that

it will rain in Barcelona, Spain, next June." The probability
word "likely" will most likely be interpreted as denoting
different numerical probabilities in these two contexts. Consequently, in interpreting a given probability statement, one
may have to combine the probability range expressed by the
probability word ("likely") with contextual information for
the event about which the prediction is being made ("rain in
England" vs. "rain in Spain").
In an innovative study, Wallsten, Fillenbaum, and Cox
(1986) presented evidence that the relative contextual information that affects the interpretation of probability statements
is the perceived base-rate probability of these events. In the
preceding example, "likely" would get a different numerical
interpretation because of differences in the base-rate probability of it raining in June in the two cities. Wallsten, Fillenbaum, and Cox (1986) proposed an averaging model for
combining base-rate and word probabilities to account for
their data. In their first experiment, they presented experienced weather forecasters with four medical scenarios, which
were judged by a medical consultant to vary in their base rate.
The forecasters had to provide numerical probability equivalents to probability words with which the four scenarios were
said to occur. In their second experiment, Wallsten, Fillenbaum, and Cox (1986) used undergraduate participants and
a larger set of nonclinical events, which were yoked into pairs
that differed in their base rate of occurrence (e.g., "it is likely
that an American will be using British expressions after living
in London for one week" [vs. "for one year"]). Again, participants provided numerical probability equivalents for the
probability words (e.g., "likely") with which the scenarios
were said to occur. Consistent with predictions, in both experiments subjects attributed higher numerical probabilities
to a probability expression when it referred to a high baserate event than when it referred to a low base-rate event. This
effect occurred mainly for probability expressions denoting
high and medium probabilities, posited by Wallsten, Fillenbaum, and Cox (1986) to be more vague in their meaning
(i.e., having broader membership functions) than low probability expressions. In their tentative averaging model of expression probability and scenario base-rate probability, they modeled this asymmetry in effect by assuming that the relative
weight of the expression probability is positively related to the
precision of the expression.
Although these results make it plausible that event base rate
affects the interpretation of probability expressions about the
event, they are not entirely conclusive. Wallsten, Fillenbaum,
and Cox (1986) did not include any manipulation checks to
ascertain that their participants indeed perceived differences
in the base rates of the events. It is at least possible that the
base-rate estimates of weather forecasters for medical scenarios are different from those provided by the medical consultant to the study (which were assumed to hold a priori for the

' As correctly pointed out by Oden (1986) and amplified by Budescu, Weinberg, and Wallsten (1988), the terms vagueness and
ambiguity have different meanings. Starting with Ellsberg (1961),
decision theorists have often (incorrectly) used the term ambiguity
when referring to vagueness.
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weather forecasters). Furthermore, if the base-rate hypothesis
is true (i.e., the hypothesis that the perceived base rate of art
event influences the numerical interpretation of a probability
expression used to describe its chances of occurring), then it
would be instructive to know and measure individual differences in perceived base rate. These differences could then be
used to explain individual differences in numerical probability
estimates, variability which otherwise would have to be treated
as error variance. Thus, the series of experiments reported in
this article started as a conceptual replication of the Wallsten,
Fillenbaum, and Cox (1986) study with the addition of manipulation checks to ascertain the actual base rates with which
subjects perceived the scenarios to occur.
If the interpretation of probability words is context dependent, then the base rate of events is probably just one of many
variables affecting this interpretation. Svenson (1975), for
example, found that the interpretation people placed even on
numerical probabilities depended on the utility of the events
associated with the probabilities. Systematic dependencies
between (numerical) probability interpretations and utility
have been sufficiently prevalent that several descriptive
models have emerged in recent years that incorporate such
dependencies (e.g., Becker & Sarin, 1987; Luce & Narens,
1985). If such dependencies exist between numerical probabilities and the valences of the events that they qualify, there
is all the more room for such context effects when inherently
more ambiguous verbal probability expressions are being
used.

Experiments
The clinical scenarios used by Wallsten, Fillenbaum, and
Cox (1986) vary in medical severity as well as in base rates.
Three of the four scenarios—gastric disturbances, sprained
ankles, and warts—are less severe than the fourth scenario:
life-threatening side effects. These differences in scenario severity are consistent with the differences in numerical probability estimates for the probability expressions reported in
Wallsten, Fillenbaum, and Cox (1986, Table 2). The severity
of an illness is a very salient feature for the primary care
physician (Elstein, Shulman, & Sprafka, 1978; Hodgkin,
1978), and it is plausible that this could serve as a cue for
interpreting (verbal) probability statements. It is possible,
therefore, that subjects used severity rather than (or in addition to) base-rate information in adjusting their interpretation
of probability statements. Experiments 1 and 2 include manipulation checks to ascertain subjects' perceptions of the
severity of the medical scenarios. In addition, the experimental design allows us to determine whether base-rate and severity information are sufficient to account for all context effects
on verbal probability labels.
To the extent that severity and base rate of medical scenarios covary, the influence of these two variables on the interpretation of probability expressions will be confounded. In
Experiment 3, we introduce an orthogonal experimental manipulation of base-rate and severity information to assess the
independent effects of these two variables.

Experiment 1
The purpose of this study was to assess the effect that base
rate and severity of medical conditions have on the interpretation of probability expressions with which they are said to
occur. Judgments of the perceived base rate and severity of
the medical scenarios were elicited from every subject to assess
whether between-scenario differences in probability word
interpretation can be attributed to differences in either (or
both) of these variables. In addition, this procedure makes it
possible to attribute within-scenario differences in the interpretation of probability words to individual differences in the
perception of scenario base rate and severity.

Method
Subjects. Eighty-five undergraduates at the University of Illinois
participated for extra course credit in an introductory psychology
course. Subjects were randomly assigned to four experimental groups,
with an approximately equal number of subjects per group.
Design and procedure. The first part of the study (Part a) used
the same medical scenarios and probability expressions used in
Wallsten, Fillenbaum, and Cox's (1986) Experiment 1. The two
scenarios classified by them as high base-rate events were that "your
gastric disturbances will stop if you stop drinking 10-12 cups of coffee
a day" and that "an ankle that you have injured playing soccer is
sprained rather than broken." The two scenarios classified by them
as low base-rate events were that "a wart that is removed from your
hand will grow back in three months" and that "a flu shot that you
are considering will have severe, life-threatening side-effects." The 4
probability expressions used are listed in Table 1. Providing a more
complete design than Wallsten, Fillenbaum, and Cox, the 4 probability expressions and 4 scenarios were combined factorially. The 16
resulting statements (see Wallsten, Fillenbaum, & Cox, 1986, Table
1) were divided into 4 between-subject groups such that all scenarios
and all probability words occurred once within each group, but in a
different combination for each group.
To investigate the robustness of results, a different set of medical
conditions and probability words (Table 1) were combined in the
same way for Parts b and c of the design. With 4 sentences per group
for each of the 3 parts of the design, each subject rated a total of 12

Table 1
Probability Expressions and Medical Scenarios Used in
Experiment 1
Probability
expression
Likely
Possible
Chance
Slight chance

Medical scenario
Gastric disturbance
Wart
Sprained ankle
Life-threatening side effects

b

Probable
Slight chance
Likely
Chance

Mononucleosis
Skin cancer
Strep throat
Ulcer

c

Some risk
Possible
Some probability
Good chance

Influenza
Leukemia
German measles
Pneumonia

Part
a
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statements made by a hypothetical doctor about the probability of
different medical scenarios. For example, "After your annual medical
check-up, your doctor tells you that there is a slight chance that you
will develop an ulcer during the next year. What do you think is your
doctor's estimate of the probability of your developing an ulcer during
the next year?"
Instructions emphasized that subjects were to estimate the numerical probability that the doctor had in mind when he or she made
that statement. Responses were made by placing a mark along a 10cm long line, which ranged from 0% at its low end to 100% at its
high end. This graphic rating method was chosen to avoid number
biases that seem to occur even with well-practiced subjects (Shanteau
& Anderson, 1969). Subjects were given the option of providing a
point probability estimate or indicating a range of values that they
would consider (by putting brackets around that interval of the
response line).
After giving probability estimates for all 12 statements, subjects
received a different questionnaire in which they were asked to provide
their own estimates of the probability or likelihood that they would
develop the 12 medical conditions over the course of the next year
(i.e., their perceived base rates for developing these conditions).
Responses used the same graphic rating format described for the
previous task. Range estimates were again allowed. Finally, subjects
were asked to provide their estimates of the seriousness of developing
each of the 12 conditions. Seriousness was defined for them as "pain,
inconvenience, discomfort, permanent damage." The graphic response scale ranged from "not at all serious" at the low end to
"extremely serious" at the high end. This severity and base-rate
questionnaire was identical for all four groups.

Results
Graphic ratings were converted into numerical probabilities
as the proportion of the line below the subject's mark. Of the
85 subjects, only 3 indicated range estimates in their ratings
of either base rate, severity, or probability word estimate. For
all range estimates, the midpoint of the indicated range was
used for further analysis.
Base rate and severity of scenarios. Subjects' judgments
of personal base rate and severity of the 12 medical scenarios
were not affected by group (i.e., by the particular probability
words with which the scenarios had been previously associated
in the probability word questionnaire). (A repeated measures
analysis of variance [ANOVA] across the 12 scenarios using
the four groups as variable levels was significant neither for
base rate, F(3,1016) = 0.99, p > .10, A/& = 122.94, nor for
severity, F(3,1016) = 0.20, p > .10, MSe = 102.14.) Thus,
judgments from all four groups were combined and are reported in Table 2 in increasing order of judged base rate. With
few exceptions, an increasing order of base rates also puts the
medical scenarios into a decreasing order of judged severity,
suggesting a negative relationship between the two variables.
To facilitate comparison of our results to those of Wallsten,
Fillenbaum, and Cox (1986), the three parts of Experiment 1
were analyzed separately. The Wallsten, Fillenbaum, and Cox
items of Part a have a wide range in both base-rate and
severity judgments across items, followed by Part c with a
reasonable range in severity and a smaller range in base rate
and Part b having a more restricted range in both base-rate
and severity judgments.
Relationship between probability word ratings and severity. Exploratory scatterplots of probability word ratings

Table 2
Perceived Base Rate and Severity of 12 Medical Scenarios
Used in Experiments 1 and 2
Base rate
Exp. 1

Exp. 2

Severity

Medical scenario
Self
Self Other Exp. 1 Exp. 2
Part a
Side effects
22
23
7.4
8.6
Wart
41
2.1
40
1.8
64
Sprained ankle
4.2
4.2
59
Gastric distur63
4.7
bance
63
4.3
Partb
Skin cancer
19
19
8
7.0
7.0
Ulcer
22
14
23
4.3
5.6
Mononucleosis
28
17
5.4
33
5.1
41
Strep throat
3.7
34
43
4.0
Partc
10
Leukemia
3
9
8.8
9.5
9
German measles
5
5.9
10
6.5
Pneumonia
19
6.2
13
23
6.3
Influenza
42
2.7
32
43
4.6
Note. For Experiment 2, base rates of medical conditions were judged
both for oneself (self) and for other people of one's age group and
gender (other). Base rates are judged on a scale from 0 to 100. Severity
is judged on a scale from 1 to 10.

against judgments of severity indicated a nonlinear (negative
quadratic) relationship between these two variables. Even
though the correlation between judged base rate and severity
across subjects and scenarios was negative for all 12 probability words (ranging from —.16 to —.46), scatterplots of base
rate against severity judgments showed a similar negative
quadratic relationship. This pattern may or may not be representative of the relationship between base rate and severity
in the general' population of (medical) scenarios. For the
present data, it was largely due to the "wart" scenario—a low
base-rate and low severity event—without which base rate
and severity judgments were more linearly related, both at
the individual subject and at the aggregate level.
The nonlinearity in the relationship between severity and
probability ratings could thus merely be the result of the
probability ratings reflecting base rates (which are nonlinearly
related to severity). To test this possibility, we factored out
the contribution of base rates by regressing probability estimates on base rates and then analyzing the residuals of this
regression. For this analysis, both a positive linear component
of severity, t( 1,337) = 2.91, p < .005, and a negative quadratic
component, t( 1,337) = -3.07, p < .005, MS, = 110.2, were
highly significant. The nonlinearity is the result of a depression in the probability word ratings at the low end and
especially at the high end of the severity scale, and continues
to exist even after factoring out possible nonlinear effects of
base rates.
Probability word ratings. The means of the numerical
estimates given by subjects for the probability word expressions of the doctor are shown in Table 3 in increasing order
of judged probability. Both the expression itself and the
medical scenario with which it was associated seem to be
affecting the numerical estimates. Linear regression analyses
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Table 3
Mean Numerical Probability Estimates for Probability
Word-Scenario Combinations of Experiments 1 and 2
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Probability
word

Exp. Exp. Exp. Exp. Exp. Exp. Exp. Exp.
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
Sprained
ankle
39
33
49
60
62
55
70
60

Gastric
disturbances
43
20
62
61
62
68
68
78

Slight chance
Chance
Possible
Likely

Wart
19 26
41 36
50 38
66 65

Side
effects
26
16
23
21
44
33
57
71

Slight chance
Chance
Probable
Likely

Strep
throat
24 33
44 34
43 62
43 57

Mononucleosis
32
18
23
30
40
55
57
43

Skin
cancer
26
21
35
34
52
59
65
55

Ulcer
22
29
40
46
63
61
57
63

German
measles

Pneumonia

Leukemia

Influenza

Some probability
Some risk
Possible
Good chance
Note. Probability

43
23 26
26
22 32
30
35 25
38
47 46
judgments are on

29
27
35
47
a scale

35
29
30
39
45
30
40
37
32
63
58
64
from 0 to 100.

36
29
50
60

for the three parts of the experiment, with word, group, and
subject coded as dummy variables, confirm this impression.
As shown in Table 4, the effect of word is highly significant
for all three parts. The effect of the particular medical scenarios is denoted by group, because different groups received
different word—scenario combinations. The word * group
interaction term captures differential effects of scenario for
different probability words. Base rate denotes the judgments
of perceived base rate of the medical scenarios given by each

subject. Severity refers to subjects' judgments of perceived
seriousness of the medical scenarios. For reasons discussed
previously, a quadratic term for severity was included in the
regression analysis. The base-rate and severity variables are,
of course, not independent of the group (i.e., scenario) variable, because, by hypothesis, base rate and maybe severity
explain some or most of the effect of scenario. Finally, the
categorical subject variable (which is nested in the group
variable) captures individual differences in the numerical
probability estimates not accounted for by any of the other
model variables.
A variety of less as well as more complex regression models
incorporating various other interaction terms were also fit to
the data. Overall, the model shown in Table 4 had the highest
parameter-adjusted index of fit, R2.
Looking at Part a (i.e., the items used by Wallsten et al.,
1986, base rate and severity with its linear and quadratic term)
account for all of the scenario effects on the probability word
estimates. Given that base rate and the two severity terms are
in the model (which are all highly significant), neither group
(i.e., scenario) nor subject(group) adds any additional explanatory variance.
Wallsten, Fillenbaum, and Cox (1986) either had good
intuitions or skillfully preselected their stimulus material,2
because the picture is not quite as clear for the medical
scenarios designed by us for parts b and c. Partially because
of restriction in range of base rate and severity judgments
(mentioned previously), these two variables make a smaller
or no significant contribution toward explaining differences
in the probability word estimates. More of that variability is
explained by the group (i.e., scenario) and the subject(group)
variables, indicating that subjects were sensitive to variables
other than base rate or seriousness. Significance of the subject
(group) variable indicates that whatever these other variables
2
According to Tom Wallsten (personal communication, August 1,
1989), it was the intuition of their medical doctor-consultant.

Table 4
Results of Linear Regression Analysis of Probability Judgments of Experiments 1 and 2
Part a
Variable
2

Model R

MS,
MS,

df

Exp. 1

Partb

Exp. 2

.58

.70

240 89.74
197

379.33

Exp. 1
Statistics
.48

Partc

Exp. 2

.61

100.18

Exp. 1

.58

Exp. 2

.66

74.62
427.20

F ratios
Word
3 18.90***** 42.37***** 22 97***** 48.55***** 12.75*****
4.36***
7.14*****
Group
3 0.46
0.36
6.31****
Word » group
4.45*****
2.01**
9 1.54
1.39
1.41
6.91***
1 24.79*****
4.79**
Base rate
3.61*
6.95***
Severity
1 7.63***
1.99
0.43
1.50
3.55*
1 9.24***
2.91*
0.17
Severity squared
0.85
3.00*
Subject(group)
Experiment 1 81 1.26
1.32**
2.74*****
Experiment 2 67
1.36
2.02*****
*/><.10. **/><.05. ***;>< .01. ****;>< .001. ***** p < .0001.

341.46

25.03***
4.31***
2.60***
1.89
0.21
3.01*
3.42***
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were, they were perceived differently by different subjects.
The subject(group) effect was not the result of different subjects using different portions of the response scale. Standardization of the dependent variable within each subject
before the regression analysis had little effect on the results.

Wallsten, Fillenbaum, and Cox for their numerical ratings.
Thus, Experiment 2 was a modification of Experiment 1 that
added an assessment of the perceived base rate for one's
cohort group and used numerical rather than graphic response
scales.

Discussion

Method

The analyses shown in Table 4 suggest that base rate and
severity of scenarios both play a significant role in determining
how people will interpret probability word statements about
the scenarios. Even though other variables along which the
scenarios differ may affect subjects' probability word interpretations (as evidenced by the continued significance of the
subject(group) variable when base rate and severity are part
of the predictor set for Parts b and c), base rate and severity
are clearly important.

Experiment 2
Experiment 1 confirmed the hypothesis that the context
effect of medical scenarios on probability word interpretations
found by Wallsten, Fillenbaum, and Cox (1986) is attributable
to the perceived severity as well as perceived base rate of the
scenarios. However, we obtained two unexplained results.
The first one was that severity had an effect in Part a and
marginally in Part c of our experiment but not in Part b. The
second unexplained result wat that even after controlling for
the effects of severity and base rate, the medical scenarios of
Parts b and c still had a significant effect on probability word
estimates.
An additional variable assessed in Experiment 2 was subjects' estimates of the base rates for the stimulus diseases in
the general population of people of their age and sex. To the
extent that these estimates are different from estimates that
subjects have of personally developing the diseases, these
estimates may account for some of the residual variance in
subjects' estimates for probability words. Evidence suggestive
of differences in base-rate estimates for oneself as opposed to
for one's cohort group comes from studies indicating that
people think of themselves as personally immune to hazards,
believing themselves, for example, to be better-than-average
drivers (Svenson, 1978) or more likely than average to live
past 80 years of age (Weinstein, 1979). When asked for a
numerical estimate of the probability a doctor has in mind
when making a probabilistic prognosis, it is at least plausible
that people would assume that the doctor knows and adjusts
for the base rate of the medical condition in the population
to which they belong rather than for their personal base rate.
Another possibility for our failure to find consistent effects
of perceived base rate and severity on probability word estimates was methodological. Specifically, we had subjects mark
graphic response scales, whereas Wallsten, Fillenbaum, and
Cox (1986) asked subjects to provide numerical estimates.
One reason to suspect differences in responses as a function
of this methodological difference was the fact that subjects
gave range estimates for less than 2% of the probability word
graphic ratings, which is in contrast to the 20% reported by

Subjects. Participants were 71 undergraduates from the same
population described for Experiment 1. They were assigned randomly
and in approximately equal number to four experimental groups.
Design and procedure. Stimuli and procedure were similar to
those of Experiment 1. However, subjects were instructed to use a
numerical rating scale from 0% to 100% for their judgments of the
probability words and of the event base rates, and a numerical rating
scale from 1 to 10 for their ratings of the seriousness of the different
medical conditions, where seriousness was defined as in Experiment
1. Subjects were given extensive instructions on the use of these scales.
They were also encouraged to indicate a range of values whenever
they felt it difficult to narrow their judgment down to a single value.
In addition to the judgment tasks of Experiment 1 (i.e., providing
numerical estimates of the probability statements made by the doctor
as well as estimates of the severity of the different medical conditions
and of the base rate or likelihood of personally developing the medical
conditions over the next year, base rate^r), subjects were asked to
provide estimates of the likelihood that "other people like themselves
(i.e., of similar age and sex) will develop the different medical conditions over the course of the next year" (base rateolher). This judgment
task sounded awkward for the idiosyncratic medical scenarios imported from Wallsten, Fillenbaum, and Cox (1986; Part a of Experiments 1 and 2), and thus was only used for the eight items of Parts b
andc.

Results and Discussion
Range estimates. Of the 71 subjects, 23 never used range
estimates. Only 1 subject used range estimates for the severity
judgments. For the base rates and probability estimates, however, the average number of judgments for which range estimates were given was similar to those reported by Wallsten,
Fillenbaum, and Cox (1986).
Base rate and severity of scenarios. As in Experiment 1,
subjects' judgments of personal base rate and severity of the
12 medical scenarios were not affected by group (i.e., by the
particular probability words with which the scenarios had
been previously associated in the probability word questionnaire). Mean base rate^r, base rateother, and severity ratings
are shown in Table 2, next to the corresponding values from
Experiment 1. It is of interest to note the close correspondence
between the two sets of values that were obtained using
different rating scales (graphic vs. numerical).
Base ratexir versus base ra/eothcr. As hypothesized, subjects
generally gave higher base-rate estimates (the likelihood of
developing the different medical conditions over the course
of the next year) for other people of their age and sex than for
themselves. The difference in mean base rate across subjects
was significant (tla = 2.73, p < .01) with an average of 6
additional percentage points for base rateothcr. This increment
was fairly constant across medical conditions, so each subject's
Pearson product-moment correlation between base rate^r and
base rateother was quite high (range: .28-1.00; median: .95).
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Correlations between base rate^r and severity ranged from
.00 to -.86 across subjects, with a median of-.54, and were
similar when base rateother was substituted for base rate^f.
Probability word ratings. The means of the numerical
estimates given by subjects for the probability word expressions of the doctor are shown in Table 3. Again, there is
reasonable correspondence between the two sets of values
obtained in Experiments 1 and 2 using different rating scales.
The results of the linear regression analysis as described for
Experiment 1 are shown in Table 4. The proportion of
variance accounted for by the different models was higher for
Experiment 2 than for the corresponding models in Experiment 1 (dependent groups t test on the arcsine-transformed
values of the square root of R2 was t,4 = 9.46, p < .0001),
indicating that subjects may find numerical judgments to be
easier than graphic ratings and thus may be more accurate
with numerical ratings. Again, base rate and severity account
for some but not all of the variability in probability judgments.
It is worth noting that to the extent that severity was significant
in the regression analysis, it was so in its quadratic relationship
with the probability ratings.
Subjects' judgments of their own base rates of developing
the medical conditions (base rate^r) were more diagnostic of
their probability word judgments than base rateother (and is
thus the one used in the regression analysis). Because of their
high correlation, the difference in predictive power of the two
base-rate estimates was, however, small.

Experiment 3
The negative relationship between the base rate and severity
of events in our natural environment makes it difficult to
assess the unique contributions of these two variables to
judgments of probability expressions using such "natural"
stimuli as the medical conditions of Experiments 1 and 2. In
Experiment 3, base rate and severity of stimulus events were
manipulated experimentally, thus providing more than just
correlational evidence of their effect on evaluations of probability words.

Method
Subjects. Participants were 41 undergraduates from the same
population described for Experiment 1. They were assigned randomly
and in approximately equal number to the four between-subject
conditions described later.
Design and procedure. Stimulus events were created by the factorial combination of two adjectives denoting base rate ("rare" and
"common"), two adjectives denoting severity ("mild" and "severe"),
and three medical conditions general enough to occur in all four
combinations of base rate and severity ("migraine," "skin rash," and
"influenza"). Order of the two adjectives ("mild and common" vs.
"common and mild") was counterbalanced across subjects and medical conditions. Two probability expressions ("likely" and "chance")
were chosen that had previously been shown to have a relatively
narrow range of numerical probability interpretations, as well as being
sensitive to Wallsten, Fillenbaum, and Cox's (1986) experimental
manipulations.
A questionnaire asked subjects to imagine that they had visited
their family physician for their annual medical checkup. They were

told that after examination and tests, the doctor would make some
statements about the probability of them developing a particular
medical condition over the course of the next year. These statements
read like the following: "Doctor: 'It is likely that you will develop a
severe and common type of influenza in the next year.' " Subjects
were asked after each statement to give their best estimate of the
numerical probability of developing the medical condition that they
thought the doctor had in mind. Judgments were on a numerical
rating scale from 0% to 100%, and subjects were again encouraged
to provide interval estimates if they wished.
Each subject rated eight statements of the kind just described, with
each of the four base-rate-severity adjective combinations and each
of the four medical conditions occurring twice, and each probability
expression occurring four times. The particular combination of medical conditions, adjective combinations, and probability expressions
was counterbalanced between subjects across four experimental conditions.

Results and Discussion
Range estimates. Of the 41 subjects, 18 never used range
estimates, and only 3 subjects used them more than half of
the time. Overall, 17% of the estimates were given as ranges.
As before, the midpoint of indicated ranges was used for
further analysis.
Probability estimates. The mean numerical probability
estimates for the probability word expressions for all baserate-severity of disease combinations are shown in Table 5.
A five-way mixed-model ANOVA with word, disease, base
rate, and severity as within-subject variables and order as a
between-subject variable had the following results. Both base
rate and severity were highly significant, base rate F(l, 37) =
21.13, p < .0001, MS, = 784.48; severity F(\, 37) = 12.78,
MSC = 294.49. The fact that probability word estimates in
Table 5 are lower for the higher level of stated severity is, at
first sight, inconsistent with the results of the previous experiments, which showed a positive effect of severity on proba-

Table 5
Mean Numerical Probability Estimates for Two Probability
Expressions of Experiment 3 as a Function of Base RateSeverity Combinations for Three Different Medical
Conditions
Probability expression
Chance

Likely
Severe

Mild

Base rate

Mild

Common
Rare

58.0
39.2

Skin rash
53.0
37.5
40.1
26.6

33.1
26.4

Common
Rare

60.8
44.3

Influenza
46.2
40.9
40.8
29.3

38.4
19.9

Severe

Migraine
Common
69.8
66.3
40.6
36.6
Rare
59.3
55.6
37.2
26.0
Note. Probability judgments are on a scale of 0 to 100.
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bility ratings after factoring out base rate. This result shows
that it may be difficult to independently manipulate two
variables that are negatively correlated in real life. Subjects
may have inferred that the severe forms of disease have a
lower base rate than the mild forms regardless or in addition
to our orthogonal (rare vs. common) base-rate manipulation.
It also shows the necessity of eliciting from the subjects
independent ratings of any variables thought to be causal in
bringing about context effects. Ratings of perceived severity
and base rate, as collected in Experiments 1 and 2, would
have allowed us to interpret the effect of the severity manipulation in this experiment more conclusively.
The particular medical condition with which a probability
word was associated also had an effect on the probability
estimates—disease F(2, 74) = 8.45, p < .0005, MSC =
626.15—presumably because of differences in base rate, severity, and whatever other variables implicit in the three
different medical conditions. This effect was more pronounced for the expression "likely" than for the expression
"chance," leading to a significant interaction, disease * word
F(2, 74) = 34.25, p < .0001, MSC = 212.45.
The order in which the base-rate and severity adjectives
were presented had no significant main effect, but a marginally significant four-way interaction with base rate, severity,
and probability word, F(\, 37) = 4.29, p < .05. Given the
relatively low significance level and the fact that none of the
other (two- and three-way) interactions were significant, the
data in Table 5 are shown averaged across order.

General Discussion
The results of the three experiments confirm that context
affects people's interpretation of probability words. In addition, the experiments also succeed in identifying some of the
component variables that are responsible for such context
effects. Although finding support for Wallsten, Fillenbaum,
and Cox's (1986) hypothesis that the base rate of scenarios
affects the interpretation of probability words with which these
scenarios are said to occur, we also provide evidence that
other variables may be affecting this interpretation as well.
One variable identified in the current set of studies is the
perceived severity of the medical scenarios used as stimuli. A
more general label of this variable may be the utility or
disutility of the judged event, or, alternatively, its consequentially.
One unexpected result in this experiment was the form of
the functional relationship between severity/consequentially
and the probability word interpretations. After controlling for
the effect of base rate, there remained a small but significant
linear component indicating that probability ratings are higher
for more severe events, and a small but significant negative
quadratic component indicating a lower probability word
interpretation at the extremes of the severity scale.
The generality of these results needs further investigation.
However, a possible interpretation of the effect of severity or
other event-related variables may be within the framework of
Einhorn and Hogarth's (1985) ambiguity model. As discussed
earlier, probability words communicate vague or ambiguous
probability information. Einhorn and Hogarth suggested that

people deal with such ambiguity by anchoring on an initial
estimate of the probability. In the case of vague probabilistic
statements about medical scenarios, this initial anchor could
be some mean estimate of the numerical probability level of
the probability word or the average of this estimate and of the
base-rate probability of the medical scenario, as suggested by
Wallsten, Fillenbaum, and Cox (1986). The Einhorn-Hogarth
model then assumes that based on the amount of perceived
ambiguity or vagueness and on their attitude toward ambiguity, people adjust the anchor by mentally simulating other
values that the probability could take. Simulation and thus
adjustment may not be symmetric around the initial anchor.
Variables such as severity of consequences may be affecting
the extent and direction of people's simulation of alternative
probability values, thus affecting or biasing final probability
word estimates. More severe events may draw attention to
potentially higher probability levels, something that might be
labeled a "worry effect." In addition, the restricted range of
the [0, 1] probability interval may direct mental simulation
to the center of the interval for initial point estimates close to
the boundaries, thus accounting for the negative quadratic
component of the relationship between severity and probability ratings.
Our results also indicated that other, as yet unidentified
variables may be affecting the interpretation of probability
words. One such variable may be the emotional valence of
the events being judged. In a study designed to disentangle
the effects of the subjective probability of events from the
effects of the events' emotional valence on the initiation of
causal reasoning, Bohner, Bless, Schwarz, and Strack (1988)
found that results that might have been attributed to subjective probability or unexpectedness were in fact explained
completely by the events' valence or unpleasantness. Positive
valence or desirability of outcomes was found by Cohen
(1986) to increase judgments of the relative likelihood of
probability words. Experiments 1 and 2 showed that negative
valence (or the severity of medical scenarios) may also increase
judgments of the relative likelihood of probability words.
The results reported in the present set of experiments
unfortunately complicate the use of verbal probability expressions for the communication of probability information. If
event or scenario base rate were the only scenario variable
affecting interpretations of probability words, this variable
could fairly easily be assessed and a simple (e.g., averaging)
model of the type suggested by Wallsten, Fillenbaum, and
Cox (1986) could then provide reliable predictions for subjects'judgments of probability word-scenario combinations.
Adding scenario severity, emotional valence, and whatever
else to the model makes it more complex and less appealing.
Additional variables may be ill-defined and less easily assessed
than base rate. If, in addition, unidentified variables that may
differ from scenario to scenario are affecting probability word
interpretations, a simple translation from verbal probability
expressions into numerical values is starting to seem out of
reach.
A practical implication of these results is to focus attention
again on a better understanding of people's aversion to using
numerical probabilities when communicating uncertainty.
Before expending a lot of further effort on prescriptive models
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of verbal probability communication (e.g., Zwick, 1988), perhaps researchers and users alike should reconsider the ramifications of the use of verbal probability expressions. The
opportunity for miscommunication (i.e., between-subject or
sender-receiver differences in the interpretation of probability
levels) has been shown to be higher for verbal rather than
numerical risk communication both in the lab (Budescu et
al., 1988) and in a real (medical) environment (Bryant &
Norman, 1980). The complex context effects demonstrated
in the present series of experiments provide further opportunity for individual differences and thus miscommunication
of verbal probability information.
If it is true that people's preference for verbal probability
communication is intentional and strategic as discussed initially here, it may be possible to add the desirable features of
verbal probability expressions (e.g., the truth-hedge inherent
in their vagueness) to numerical probability expressions,
which are less susceptible to undesirable individual difference
and context effects. Doing so will involve some trade-offs
between the apparent elegance of a compact verbal expression
with ample opportunity for miscommunication and a more
clumsy modified numerical expression. However, promoting
and aiding the use of numerical probabilities in risk communication in a sensitive and informed way may in fact turn out
to be the most efficient way to increase the accuracy of the
risk communication process.
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